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High-Performance Transit Planning Modes and Networks
Abstract
From the introduction:
"In planning our lectures for this seminar, my colleagues and I have decided that we present here an
overview of the problems of cities today, of the role of public transportation, and especially highperformance public transportation, as well as some details of planning, and characteristics of modes,
their design and operations. We will thus try to combine, as much as the time allows, a general overview
with technical details which many of you will be facing when you will be planning and implementing your
rapid transit project in the years to come."
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Honorable government officials of the Republic of China,
members of the Transportation Planning Board, dear colleagues, ladies
and gentlemen!
I would like to express appreciation of all of us guests
for.your very kind invitation to us to come to your city and country.
Not only are we pleased to enjoy your wonderful hospitality and
learn about your country which is physically far from us, but
otherwise very close to us; we are equally pleased to see your
determination to improve your country through public projects and
various innovations; your hard work, determination, coordinated
effort by many organizations and individuals are impressive.

Without

them success would.be difficult if not impossible; with them I am
sure that you will succeed in building your.rapidly growing city into
a modern metropolis of Taipei.
In planning our lectures for this seminar, my colleagues
and I have decided that we present here an overview of the problems
of cities today, of the role of public transportation, and especially
high-performance public transportation, as well as some details
of planning, and characteristics of modes, their design and operations.
We will thus try to combine, as much as the time allows, a general
overview with technical details which many of you will be facing
when you will be planning and implementing your rapid transit project
in the years to come.
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Urbanization is one of the basic characteristics of modern
age.

Cities on all continents are growing in population and size.

Country by country is becoming what we describe as "urbanized society".

